Various in-vitro filtration techniques have been used to measure in-vivo red cell deformability.1 '5 In an attempt to mimic conditions pertaining in vivo Reid et al.6 measured the filtration rate of anticoagulated whole blood through Nuclepore membranes with a pore size of approximately 5 gtm. They studied a group of patients suffering from peripheral vascular disease (PVD) and found a significant difference in whole blood filterability between patients and agematched controls.
Since the technique of whole blood filtration is simple, possibly more physiological than other techniques, and reportedly able to detect abnormality in disease we studied it in some detail, both to investigate variables affecting it and to study further its value as a measure of erythrocyte deformability in PVD.
Patients and methods
All the patients in the study were referred from the vascular clinic with symptoms of intermittent claudication of varying severity. Out WCC. Seven blood samples were analysed, each adjusted to give a range of WCC. Each experimental point plotted is the mean of four observations, and the lines drawn are the calculated linear regression lines for the samples. For each individual there was a highly significant (P <0 01) relationship between the filterability and the logarithm of the WCC. For the seven as a group the mean (± SE) slope of the regression line was -3-31 ± 023.
In view of the close relationship between filterability and WCC it was possible to eliminate the effect of WCC by correcting the measured filterability to a standard WCC of 7500. Thus, if F was the observed filterability, Fs the corrected filterability, and c a constant then F = -3 31 log WCC + c andFs= -3-31 log75+c .-. Fs= F-3-31 xlg WCC. Haematocrits encountered in the clinical study ranged fromO035 toO-58. Results ofthefivedeterminations at these levels were analysed using an analysis of variance. The difference between results within this range was found not to be significant at the When the patients were compared as a group with normal age-matched controls the claudicants had a significantly lower whole blood filterability (P <0-025) ( Table 2) . When men and women were compared separately the difference in filterability persisted: although the magnitude was similar its statistical significance was lost (P<0-25 men, <0 15 women), presumably owing to the smaller number in each group. However, when the filterability of all blood samples was corrected to a standard WCC of 7.5 x 109/1 the difference between patients and controls disappeared. In fact, the mean filterability of blood from claudicants became slightly greater than that from controls.
The relative importance of PVD itself, smoking, and sex for the raised WCC in PVD patients was determined by analysis of variance. The mean WCC in patients with PVD was 8-2 x 109/1 whereas in controls it was 6-2 x 109/l. This difference was highly significant: F1 = 13-62 (P < 0-001). The mean WCC in smokers was 8-1 x 109/1 and in nonsmokers 7-1 x 109/I. This difference approached but did not reach statistical significance: F1 = 2-818 Table 2 Rheological data expressed as means ± SE. Number ofpatients in each group shown in parentheses Alderman, Ridge, Morley, Ryall, and Walsh (p = <0-10). Thus the main factor in the higher WCC in our patients seemed to be the presence of the disease itself, although some contribution from smoking cannot be excluded.
Discussion
Our objectives were to investigate some factors influencing whole blood filterability as measured by the method of Reid et We have confirmed the effect of white cells on whole blood filterability noted by Heilman and Kurz.10 Leucocytes measurably impede the flow of blood through Nuclepore membranes, and our observations suggest that whole blood filterability measured by the technique of Reid et al.8 cannot be taken to indicate red cell deformability unless the result is corrected for WCC. Our results on filterability uncorrected for WCC confirmed the observation of Reid et al.,6 but when they were corrected for WCC the difference between patients with PVD and controls disappeared. We conclude that the abnormality of whole blood filtration in PVD is not due to abnormal red cell deformability but to a raised WCC. Since normal leucocytes can transiently occlude normal small vessels and since increased numbers of abnormal leucocytes may occlude larger vessels in the leucostasis syndrome, possibly the raised WCC in patients with PVD could be a factor in the impairment of blood flow.
